Abstract: Radioactive sources exist in environments or contexts that influence how they are detected and localised. For instance, the context of a moving source is different from a stationary source because of the effects of motion. The need to incorporate this contextual information in the radiation detection and localisation process has necessitated the integration of radiological and contextual sensors. The benefits of the successful integration of both types of sensors is well known and widely reported in fields such as medical imaging. However, the integration of both types of sensors has also led to innovative solutions to challenges in characterising radioactive sources in non-medical applications. This paper presents a review of such recent applications. It also identifies that these applications mostly use visual sensors as contextual sensors for characterising radiation sources. However, visual sensors cannot retrieve contextual information about radioactive wastes located in opaque environments encountered at nuclear sites, e.g., underground contamination. Consequently, this paper also examines ground-penetrating radar (GPR) as a contextual sensor for characterising this category of wastes and proposes several ways of integrating data from GPR and radiological sensors. Finally, it demonstrates combined GPR and radiation imaging for three-dimensional localisation of contamination in underground pipes using radiation transport and GPR simulations.
Introduction
The detection of ionising radiation is critical in fields such as medicine, security and monitoring and decommissioning of nuclear sites and facilities. While every ionising radiation is associated with some level of hazard, highly penetrating neutron and gamma radiations are of particular interest. This is because their high penetrability makes them be both harmful and beneficial; harmful because they pose significant dosage risks to both humans and materials even from far off distances and beneficial because they can be used to detect and image objects located in opaque environments, such as internal body organs [1] , buried mines [2] , etc. Furthermore, their high penetrability enables them to be detected from stand-off distances, thereby allowing appropriate safety measures to be implemented. Consequently, a wide range of radiological sensors [3] [4] [5] [6] has been developed for stand-off non-destructive detection of both neutron and gamma radiations. These sensors exploit the effects of the interactions (i.e., absorption, scattering and pair production) of these radiations with special materials to detect and image the sources of these radiation, thereby enabling them to be characterised [7] .
However, radiation sources exist in an environment referred to as context. This refers to surrounding extrinsic factors that influence the detection, localisation and subsequent retrieval of these sources of radiation. For instance, the context of a stationary source is different from a source in motion because the motion of the source imposes additional challenges to its detection.
Similarly, characterising sources located on visible surfaces is different from characterising sources embedded in materials because of the difficulty in obtaining the depth of contamination and the increased influence of background radiation. Furthermore, the relative location of diseased organs, induced with radiation, with respect to other vital organs is critical in proper treatment planning. Other contextual factors include, material and geometry of surrounding objects and weather condition, e.g., rainfall, pressure, etc. [8] . Unfortunately, radiation detectors are unable to measure these extrinsic factors, hence the need for integration with a host of contextual sensors, e.g., visual, ultrasonic, microwave, location, etc. This enables the creation of a holistic view of the environment under investigation, thereby enabling the detection and characterisation of the radioactive source(s) of interest.
Furthermore, the benefits of integrating radiological and contextual sensors in medical imaging have been extensively researched and reported [9] . However, integration of both types of sensors has also resulted in interesting and innovative solutions to challenges in characterising radioactive sources in non-medical applications, such as security, non-proliferation and decommissioning of nuclear sites and facilities. However, this latter category of applications is dominated by the integration of radiation and visual sensors. Furthermore, visual sensors are unable to retrieve contextual information about radioactive wastes located in opaque and hard to access environments commonly encountered in nuclear sites and facilities. These wastes include: contaminated underground pipelines used to transport liquid waste; leaked effluents from such pipes and storage ponds; and radioactive contaminant ingress into porous materials, such as concrete [10, 11] . Consequently, there is need to integrate radiation data with contextual data from geophysical sensors such as ground-penetrating radar (GPR).
Therefore, this paper presents a comprehensive review of non-medical applications of the integration of radiological and contextual sensors. Furthermore, it proposes several ways of integrating contextual data from GPR with radiological data in light of the techniques presented in the reviewed works and with particular focus on nuclear decommissioning applications. In addition, it also demonstrates the effectiveness of combined GPR and radiation imaging for three-dimensional (3D) localisation of contamination in underground pipes using radiation transport and GPR simulations. The remaining part of the paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 is a review of the integration of radiological and contextual sensors in non-medical applications with the aim of highlighting the key role played by contextual sensors. Section 3 proposes GPR as a contextual sensor for radiological characterisation of hard to access wastes in nuclear sites. Section 4 presents modelling and simulation of combined radiation and GPR for 3D localisation of contamination in buried pipes. Finally, concluding discussions and future directions are presented in Section 5.
Integration of Radiological and Contextual Sensors
The reported techniques used in integrating data from radiological and contextual sensors can be broadly classified into passive and active depending on the integration process and the role played by the contextual data in the final output. In passive techniques, the integration process is not based on any mathematical or logical formalism, and the contextual data only serve as a passive backdrop for the radiation data. A classic example is the superimposing of radiation images over visual images of the scene (Figure 1b,d ). On the other hand, active techniques are based on some mathematical or logical model where both the radiation and contextual data actively contribute in determining the final outcome of the integration process. Specific applications of both classes of integration techniques will be described in the following subsections. 
Passive Integration of Radiological and Contextual Sensors
Superimposing of the images of the detected sources over a visual image of the environment [3] [4] [5] 12, 13] is perhaps the default scheme for combining radiation and contextual data because of its simplicity. This quickly identifies the object(s) to which the radiation sources are attached. Both images could be obtained by the same camera since a gamma detector is sensitive to both gamma and visible photons. For instance, the CARTOGAM gamma camera (Figure 1a ) is able to operate in both visible and gamma image mode. During gamma imaging, a thin shutter closes the collimator and prevents the entrance of visible light so that scintillation is only caused by gamma photons penetrating the shutter. To capture visible images, the shutter is opened, and a small lens is remotely placed at the collimator centre. This makes both images be accurately aligned spatially with respect to the imaged scene. However, capturing both gamma and visual images with the same camera increases the overall image acquisition time as both images cannot be captured simultaneously because they require different camera settings [3] . Other cameras, such as [4, 5, 14] , employ a separate visual camera collocated with the detector (Figure 1c) . Such configurations are able to take advantage of advances in visual camera technology (e.g., panoramic imaging) and video imaging to give a more realistic and real-time visual rendering of the imaged scene over which the gamma image is subsequently overlaid (Figure 1d ). However, the radiation and visual cameras will have to be physically aligned for accurate superimposing of both images.
Advances in stereo imaging and light or laser detecting and ranging (LiDAR) has enabled the development of systems [15, 16] that can generate 3D visual maps of the environment. These systems have also been used as contextual sensors, in a passive sense, for radiation imaging. In [17, 18] , the authors demonstrated the effectiveness of combining a 3D design information verification (DIV) system with a Compton camera for nuclear safeguard applications. The 3D DIV system consisted mainly of a LiDAR system, dolly and associated algorithms that is able to generate high precision 3D visual maps of rooms and identify any modification or changes in object position [16] . The contaminated environment was simulated by two mock-up pipes (Figure 2a) , one of which contained a line source (i.e., Europium-152). Integration of the images from both systems was accomplished by backprojecting the gamma image from the Compton camera into the 3D visual map. Consequently, objects and regions coincident with the gamma image are identified as contaminated (Figure 2b ). In another similar experiment, the authors in [19] combined a coded aperture gamma camera and a LiDAR system for 3D radiation imaging. However, since the coded aperture camera provides no direction or depth information, a stereo camera was used as a bridge between the two systems. The stereo camera was attached to the gamma camera's mask to align with the optical axis of the gamma camera so that the images from both cameras are automatically aligned. Then 3D points on the stereo image were then aligned to 3D points in the LiDAR image using software algorithms. After the alignment process, the 2D gamma image was then projected into the 3D image of the scene (Figure 2c ). [17] . (b) Gamma image projected into the 3D LiDAR image of the scene in (a) [17] . (c) Gamma image projected into the 3D LiDAR image of another contaminated environment described in [19] .
Passive integration of radiological and contextual sensors described so far is relatively simple to implement and certainly gives a better understanding of the contaminated environment. However, simply overlaying or projecting the radiation image into the images generated by the contextual sensors does not fully account for the underlying dissimilarities between both systems especially in terms of resolution. This results in ambiguities as uncontaminated nearby objects or regions are indicated as contaminated, as seen in Figure 2b ,c. Furthermore, such ambiguities will require human intervention to be resolved since the process is not quantified, thus preventing the automation of the process, which is very desirable in nuclear environments.
Active Integration of Radiological and Contextual Sensors
In order to fully harness the potential of contextual sensors for improved radiation detection/imaging, the data from these sensors need to play an active role in the final result of the combination process and not serve only as a passive backdrop over which the radiation image is overlaid. Such integration can be realised in the context of multi-sensor data fusion (MSDF). MSDF can be described as a well-defined organisation of sensors, data acquisition and processing techniques and decision support algorithms governed by a fusion architecture [20] . This enables the creation of a holistic view of an observation of interest and inferencing of additional information that will otherwise be impossible using only the individual sensors. The participating sensors in the fusion could be similar sensors measuring the same physical phenomenon from the same point in a kind of competitive fashion [21] . In such organisation, the goal of fusion is to increase the reliability and signal to noise ratio with the redundant data. On the contrary, the participating sensors can also be similar sensors measuring the same phenomenon, but from different points or even different types of sensors measuring different phenomena from different points [21] . Fusion of radiation and contextual sensors belong to this latter organisation where the complementary data from the multiple sensors are used to create a holistic understanding of the point of interest.
Furthermore, fusion of data from different sensors can be accomplished at broadly three different levels of data abstraction, namely: low (signal or pixel), medium (feature) and high (decision) levels [22, 23] . Low level fusion techniques operate on the raw signal or in most cases on the image representations of the raw signals; hence, it is also referred to as signal-or pixel-level fusion. The output of pixel-level fusion is another image, which can be the input to higher fusion levels [23] . Medium-or feature-level fusion techniques operate on characteristic features extracted from the raw data. These features are representative of the observed physical phenomena and can be geometrical, statistical, structural or spectral features [23] . The extracted features are combined into a single feature vector to enable classification usually by automated reasoning algorithms that find correlations among the features [20] . In high-or decision-level fusion, the data from each sensor is fully processed to arrive at an intermediate decision about the phenomenon measured by that sensor. These decisions are then combined using automated reasoning algorithms to arrive at a global decision with a higher confidence [20] . It is important to note that feature and decision fusion levels are closely related, and it is a matter of design choice whether to fuse the extracted features before deriving a decision or to fuse the different decisions derived from the different features [23] .
Finally, the MSDF of radiological and contextual sensors has been extensively researched and applied in the field of medical imaging where images from positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission computer tomography (SPECT) are fused with X-rays, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), etc., images for improved diagnosis and localisation of diseased tissues [9] . These applications employ a plethora of techniques and algorithms that cuts across the three levels of MSDF. However, of interest in this paper is the relatively recent fusion of data from radiological and contextual sensors in non-medical applications [8, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Furthermore, since the interest is on the key role played by the contextual sensors in radiation detection and imaging, applications with the fusion of multiple datasets from only radiation detectors [30] [31] [32] are not included in the following review.
Low Level Fusion of Radiological and Contextual Sensors
Most fusion techniques operate at this level because of time efficiency and avoidance of loss of information associated with higher fusion levels as a result of extracting only part of the raw data [23] . Consequently, most reported fusions of radiological and contextual sensors are low level fusions. In addition, these applications are dominated by the fusion of data from radiological and visual sensors and can be broadly divided into three application areas, namely: (1) detection and tracking of moving sources; (2) motion compensation of images of moving sources; (3) 3D volume fusion of radiation and visual images of the environment.
(1) Detection and tracking of moving sources:
The trajectories of radioactive sources in a security scenario are not predefined, e.g., a suspect carrying a radioactive source in a moving crowd. In addition, the trajectories also intersect with those of nearby objects and must be identified in real time with a minimum false alarm rate. A simple and low cost solution to this problem was proposed and demonstrated in [24] . The authors employed signal-/pixel-level fusion of a commercial depth sensor (Microsoft Kinect) and radiation detectors in order to track moving radiation sources. The method was based on extending traditional camera calibration [33] by attaching a radiation source to a chequerboard pattern and using the pattern to calibrate both sensors. This enabled the estimation of the radial distance of the radiation detector from the source using an integrated model of the detector's count rate and the depth sensor's calibration data. Consequently, the authors were able to track a source hidden amongst multiple moving targets by finding the target whose trajectory most closely matches the trajectory of the source ( Figure 3 ). In another, but more elaborate solution, [26] combined a detector array of gamma imagers [34] with stereo cameras to demonstrate a portal-less highway radiation monitoring system. The classical radiation portal monitors are associated with several limitations amongst which are included: interference with the flow of traffic as vehicles need to slow down at the portals; ease of evasion by smugglers because the portal location is always fixed; and susceptibility to background variation caused by shielding of the detectors as vehicles pass in front of them [26] . Therefore, the portal-less system was designed to overcome these limitations. The system consisted of two identical sets of equipment fitted on two mobile trailers positioned on either side of the highway (Figure 4a ). Vehicle detection and tracking algorithms [35] were applied to image frames from the video cameras to track the location of the vehicle from frame to frame as it traverses the camera's field of view. These algorithms look for vehicle cues (e.g., regions with high gradients) that are consistent across these frames. After reconciliation of the video data from both trailers, the information was used to generate a sequence of video events that were in turn used to select the subset of gamma events from the gamma cameras that corresponds to the tracked vehicle. These gamma events were then used to generate a high statistic gamma image of the vehicle where radioactive sources are indicated by pixels whose significance is greater than a predefined threshold (Figure 4b) . Results from field trials proved that the system was able to detect unshielded 27-MBq gamma point sources on five-lane highway traffic moving at speeds of up to 113 km/h. Finally, adaptation of this same system for autonomous radiation monitoring of small vessels in maritime environment was also reported in [25] . (2) Motion compensation of images of moving sources:
Another challenge associated with imaging moving radioactive sources is the smearing of the source image across several pixels. This results in a blurred image where the source becomes indistinguishable from background radiation (Figure 5a ). For instance, Compton imaging relies on the fact that Compton cones formed by photons from the same source will overlap coherently, thus forming a point in the image of higher intensity than the background. However, if the source is in motion, the apex of the cones end up in several pixels along the direction of motion; therefore, very few will overlap, resulting in the blurred image. A solution to this problem was demonstrated in [27] by combining video and Compton cameras. In the system, frames from the video cameras were analysed by a two-stage detection and tracking process in order to estimate the trajectory of the moving vehicle. The estimated trajectory was then used to adjust the position of the Compton cone during reconstruction so that the moving source appears stationary with respect to the detector, thus allowing the cones to overlap in a distinguishable hotspot on the image (Figure 5a ). [27] ; (b) 3D tomographic radiation source image on a stationary volume collapsed to the x-y, y-z, x-z planes [36] .
The use of video camera image data to correct blurring of moving source images was also applied in [36] for ship to ship inspection in order to detect maritime smuggling of nuclear materials.
The blurring of the image in this case is a result of wave action, which keeps both the inspection and target vessels in continuous motion. The key components of the system were a stereo video camera and a coded aperture gamma camera. Using both video and disparity images (which give the distance of points in the image from the camera plane) from the stereo camera, the relative location and orientation of both vessels were tracked in 3D across video frames. Using this information, a stationary reconstruction volume was then defined on a new coordinate system fixed at the target vessel. Voxels from this volume were then projected onto 2D images generated from the gamma camera from different position around the target vessel. Finally, gamma events from pixels in the 2D image closest to the centre of each of the projected voxels were accumulated into gamma events for that voxel resulting in a 3D tomographic radiation image (Figure 5b ). Instead of simply projecting radiation images into already reconstructed 3D visual images of the environment, the data from both systems can be fully integrated during reconstruction to yield a 3D radiation image that is fused with the environment. This was demonstrated in [28] using a Compton camera and a 3D Design Information Verification system consisting mainly of a LiDAR system. First, the 3D data from the LiDAR were used to build a sparse 3D image space model divided into voxels. Then, backprojection weights were calculated for each photon event from the Compton camera image. Finally, a list-mode maximum likelihood algorithm [37] was then used to reconstruct the image by assigning weighted radiation intensity values to each voxel that was intersected by the surface of the Compton cone. This resulted in a spectroscopic 3D gamma-ray image of the scene, as shown in Figure 6a , which is the image of the same contaminated environment shown in Figure 2a . It can be clearly observed that the radioactive source is well localised in the pipe compared to the image in Figure 2b . The poor rendering of the surroundings is due to the use of a sparse image space in order to reduce computational resources. Figure 6b is a plot of the intensity of voxels around the pipe from top to bottom, which confirms that the gamma image is fused with the scene. Further application of this technique using other types of radiation cameras and Microsoft Kinect were also presented in [38] . 
Higher Level Fusion of Radiological and Contextual Sensors
In general, the decision on the presence or otherwise of radioactive sources of interest in any radiation detection scheme is determined by the value of a threshold. The specific value of this threshold is derived from the measured data, and it defines the boundary above which the influence of naturally-occurring radiation (referred to as background radiation) is minimal. This is to ensure acceptable false alarm rates. However, large variations in background radiation across different environments increases uncertainty in the measurements (e.g., statistical noise), thereby making it difficult to select a suitable threshold value for a constant false alarm rate across different environments [39] . These variations are due to environmental factors, such as weather conditions, natural and man-made structures, e.g., roads, buildings, soil, etc. Furthermore, this variation cannot be well accounted for by assuming a Poisson background distribution [40] . A more robust solution will involve measuring background radiation in a variety of environments and finding correlations between the probability distribution of each environment with other environmental information, such as location, weather condition, material properties of both natural and man-made surrounding objects, etc. [8] . This implies the fusion of radiation data with data from a wide variety of sensors that measure these contextual factors in order to classify the background distributions from these environments. Furthermore, establishing meaningful relationship between datasets with such a high degree of heterogeneity is only possible at higher levels of data abstraction.
Such an elaborate and exotic fusion described in the previous paragraph has been the objective of a series of research works [8, 38, 40, 41] using the Radiological Multi-sensor Analysis Platform (RadMap). RadMap (Figure 7a ) is a truck-mounted platform fitted with a variety of radiological and contextual sensors for large-scale acquisition of radiological and associated contextual data across different environments [40] . Results from a routine survey of districts in California [8] showed interesting correlations between identifiable features in the contextual data (i.e., places, objects, level of rainfall, etc.) and the background gamma spectra. For instance, Figure 7b shows the probability distribution of background radiation of four different environments categorised based on GPS locations. In addition, atmospheric pressure was confirmed to be the most dominant factor affecting variability in neutron background radiation [40] . This fusion of different features of the various datasets accurately captures the variability in the background radiation across different environments. Therefore, a detector system can simply adjust its detection threshold to the corresponding environment, thus maintaining a constant false alarm rate. Furthermore, such fused dataset can be used for advanced simulation of the performance of detector systems in real world using the concept of source injection where simulated radioactive sources are injected into real-world models of background radiation [41] . Another example of the high level fusion of radiological and contextual sensor was presented in [29] where decision-level fusion was used to integrate radiation and electromagnetic induction (EMI) data in order to detect and distinguish between buried depleted uranium (DU) and its oxide. Distinguishing between DU and DU oxide is important because DU oxides present a higher nuclear hazard; hence, their removal needs to be prioritised [29] . However, radiation detection techniques [42] are not able to distinguish between these two metals, hence the need for complementary information from the EMI data. First, the radiation data, collected over a gridded survey area, were processed by two anomaly detection algorithms. Each algorithm is able to come to an independent decision (i.e., radiation or non-radiation) about the presence or otherwise of a radiation target by using various background suppression methods. The quadrature components of the H-field measured by the EMI were analysed and compared with a database of known metals to produce three possible decisions, namely: DU metal, non-DU metal and non-metal.
Fusion of the decisions from both sensors followed a two-stage process (Figure 8a ) after re-gridding the survey area so that mismatched survey paths of both systems can fall into the same cell (Figure 8b ). The first stage was to fuse multiple radiation decisions from a single cell into one radiation decision and multiple EMI decisions from the same cell into one EMI decision. This was done using the maximum vote (MV) and weighted maximum vote (WMV) fusion methods [43] . The next stage combined the single decisions from each of the systems using eight fusion rules. These rules were if-then conditions that define the outcome for the desired combinations of both sets of decisions. For instance, two of the rules are: (1) if the EMI decision is "DU" and the radiation decision is "radiation", then final decision is "DU"; (2) if the EMI decision is "non-DU metal" and the radiation decision is "radiation", then the final decision is "oxide". Experimental results confirmed the effectiveness of this fusion framework with over a 90% detection rate. MSDF of radiological and contextual sensors at the pixel level yields high quality images with richer information content. However, the most significant advantage of MSDF is the quantification of the fusion process both at lower and higher levels. This enables the definition of metrics, such as root mean square error, entropy, fusion factor, etc. [44] , for signal/pixel fusion and the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) for higher level fusion. These metrics provide an analytical basis for evaluating and optimising the outputs so as to reduce false alarm rates. Furthermore, arriving at a decision on the presence or otherwise of a radiation target in MSDF is inherently an automated process, thereby eliminating human errors. However, accurately calibrating and synchronizing the operations of the participating sensors in the fusion remains a challenging task. In addition, supervised classifiers used in higher level fusion require training with large datasets in order to perform at acceptable levels.
GPR as a Contextual Sensor for Radiological Characterisation of Nuclear Sites
Radiological characterisation involves the identification of the location, type and other physical properties of radioactive wastes. It is a critical stage in decommissioning potential nuclear contaminated sites and facilities as it provides input to other stages of the decommissioning process [45] . However, some of these wastes are often located in opaque and hard to access areas such as below the ground and inside concrete structures, as noted in Section 1. Traditional methods of characterising such wastes, e.g., gamma logging and core sampling, involve excavation, which leads to the generation of secondary wastes and increases the risks of exposure of personnel and equipment to ionising radiation. However, since these wastes are usually liquids or solids (i.e., the radioisotopes are usually attached to liquid or solid matter), contextual information about these liquids and solids (e.g., depth, volume, material type, etc.) inside these opaque areas can be obtained using non-intrusive geophysical methods. This contextual information can then be integrated with data from radiological sensors for enhanced non-intrusive characterisation of these wastes. The fusion of radiation and EMI sensors discussed in Section 2.2.2 tries to solve the case of radiation waste buried underground. However, EMI sensors can only detect metals and provide limited and unreliable target depth information [46] . Nevertheless, the successful fusion of both sensors shows the possibility of integrating radiological sensors with more advanced geophysical sensors like GPR.
GPR is a non-destructive geophysical technique for obtaining subsurface snapshots of visually opaque structures, thereby revealing hidden objects or internal property changes in the structure, such as defects and cavities. It is important to note that the term GPR is commonly used to refer to both the technique and the device. Figure 9 shows the block diagram of a typical GPR unit in a reflection survey. The transmitter generates a series of excitation voltages, which are transformed into a radiating electromagnetic (EM) field by the transmitting antenna. As the signal propagates through the subsurface, it undergoes different types of distortions, such as reflection, attenuation, etc., due to changes in the permittivity and conductivity of the subsurface. These changes are indicative of the presence of objects or discontinuities due to the transition from one material layer to another. The reflected signals are captured by the receiving antenna and processed in order extract useful information about the subsurface. GPR is widely used for non-destructive subsurface investigation across a wide range of application areas [48] . However, of interest are: (1) non-destructive investigation of underground pipes; (2) non-destructive investigation of concrete structures. This is because these application areas are directly relevant to the challenges of characterising wastes in the identified hard to access areas. These application areas will further be discussed in the following subsections with the aim of highlighting where and how GPR and radiation detection/imaging can be integrated for radiological characterisation.
Non-Destructive Investigation of Underground Pipes
Underground utility pipes and cables form a complex network of pipes, cables and drains in the subsurface [49] . This complexity in addition to their underground location makes their maintenance difficult without prior knowledge of their location. Furthermore, it has been shown that third party damages to utility pipes and cables during excavation is one of the major causes of increasing construction costs [50] . Consequently, GPR is widely used in location, classification and conditional assessment of underground pipelines [51] [52] [53] . Methods for locating buried pipes exploit the characteristic hyperbolas (Figure 10a ) formed by buried objects in GPR radargrams. These hyperbolas are formed by the spreading of the EM waves (beam) as they leave the antenna, thereby illuminating the target before the target is directly under the antenna (Figure 10b) . The equation for this hyperbola can be readily derived from Figure 10b (Equations (1) and (2)). It can be deduced from Equation (2) that by fitting synthetic hyperbolas to suitable points on a radargram (Figure 10c) , the pipe's radius, the wave velocity and the pipe's depth can be estimated [54] [55] [56] . In addition, the retrieved wave velocity is an important parameter used in GPR reconstruction algorithms, such as matched filtering, backprojection, migration and tomographic inversion [57, 58] . 
Substituting d 0 = v×t 0 /2 + R and d = v×t/2 + R into Equation (1) yields:
Extensive pipeline networks, both underground and encased in concrete, are common features of nuclear facilities and are used for transporting liquid wastes [10] . Therefore, they constitute a significant amount of potential radioactive wastes that need to be characterised for effective decommissioning. However, their location in addition to inaccurate records makes their characterisation difficult. For instance, the UK has approximately 760 km of pipelines on nuclear sites out of which only about 26% have been characterised [10] . Typical detection of significant contamination in shallow buried pipes consists of a ground-level survey along the length of the pipe with a sensitive radiation detector [61] . However, the depth of the radiation source is required in order to know the intensity of the radiation at the pipe location, so as to implement the required safety measures before and during decommissioning. Furthermore, knowledge of the condition of the pipe is important so as not to destroy the pipe during excavation, thereby contaminating the surrounding soil. However, this contextual information is not available from a simple ground-level radiation measurement, thereby making pipeline decommissioning particularly challenging.
However, this required contextual information can be readily supplied by GPR. For instance, the depth of the pipes can be obtained from the GPR and used for 3D localisation of the contaminated hot spot (see Section 4). This can be used to guide automated systems, such as robots, to carry out the decommissioning operation. Furthermore, since the intensity of a radioactive source varies with the inverse of the square of the distance, a high level fusion framework can be design to integrate the radiation and GPR datasets to automatically identify and classify hot spots using the estimated radiation intensity. Such a system can be trained with historical data to be able to identify and distinguish significant contamination in pipes from background radiation in a variety of underground environments.
Non-Destructive Investigation of Concrete Structures
GPR is widely used as a non-destructive technique in monitoring the health of concrete structures such as bridges, dams, tunnels, etc. Some of these applications include: moisture and chloride ingress; detection of rebar corrosion; and detection of voids and cracks [60, 62, 63] . GPR techniques for detecting moisture and chloride in concrete are based on energy loss by the GPR signals to water molecules and chloride ions due to increased conductivity. This is can be detected as an increase in the attenuation of the reflected signals (Figure 11a ). GPR detection of concrete rebar corrosion makes extensive use of hyperbola detection techniques described in Section 3.1. This is because reflections from corroded rebar are weaker than reflections from non-corroded rebar and are displayed as lighter hyperbola traces in GPR images (Figure 11b) . This information can then be processed to produce a deterioration map of the concrete structure [60] . Concrete is a ubiquitous construction material used extensively in nuclear sites due to its shielding ability [11, 64] . Therefore, it is the main component of many structures, such as reactor containments and biological shields at nuclear sites. Contamination of these concrete structures is as a result irradiation from fission products and from leaks and spills of liquid contaminants during operations [45] . Furthermore, interaction between the concrete and these contaminants results in defects [64] , thereby enabling the contamination to penetrate deep into the concrete, and can even lead to neutron activation of the concrete rebar. Decontamination of concrete for free release is done by removing the contaminated layers using methods such as scarification [11] . However, without knowledge of the depth of the contamination, the amount of material to be removed can only be known by continuous radiation survey after each pass of the equipment, which is expensive and time wasting. In addition, if the contamination is beyond certain depths, it is usually more cost effective to adopt complete removal of the structure rather than scarifying [45] .
The use of GPR to detect the state of the rebar might be a useful technique for estimating the depth of contamination. However, this assumes that the contaminant has penetrated to the rebar, which is not always true. A more robust solution is to analyse the changes in the electrical properties (i.e., permittivity and conductivity) of concrete as a result of the presence of radioactive sources and finding correlations between these changes and reflected GPR signals. This is because GPR signals are responsive to changes in the electrical properties of the medium in which they propagate.
These correlations can then serve as a basis for fusing the GPR and radiation data in order to develop new techniques for non-destructive characterisation of internal contamination in concrete structures.
Combined GPR and Radiation Imaging for 3D Localisation of Radioactive Contamination in Underground Pipes
Localisation of radiation sources in 3D space is an important part of radiological characterisation. This section uses MCNPX (Version 2.7) [65] and gprMax (Version 3.0) [66] modelling and simulations to demonstrate the inadequacy of ground-level radiation imaging for localising underground contamination and how additional information from GPR can help to localise the contamination in 3D, thereby resolving ambiguities.
Methodology
The modelled environment (Figure 12a ) is a section of two underground pipes used for transporting liquid radioactive wastes. Both pipes are separated vertically and horizontally with contamination located at their crown beneath the points (1 and 2) indicated in the figure. This type of internal contamination is mostly due to scale build up on the internal surfaces of pipes or accumulation of sludge and silt in pipes and can be detected at the ground surface for shallow buried pipes [10, 61] . The MCNPX model (Figure 12b ) consisted of two cast iron pipes (internal radius = 4 cm, external radius = 5 cm, density = 7.15 g cm −3 ) buried in dry sand (density = 1.7 g cm −3 ). The contaminated points were modelled as Co-60 point sources (a common radioactive contaminant in pipes [10] ) with relative strengths of 0.15 and 0.85 for Sources 1 and 2, respectively. In gprMax, the environment was modelled as a 2D slice along section x-x, which is centred at the y-axis (Figure 12c) . A 2D GPR model was used because the modelled environment is symmetrical about the x-axis. Furthermore, the pipes were modelled as two perfect electrical conducting cylinders buried in dry sand (relative permittivity = 3.89). The radiation image was acquired by a 29 × 15 grid of detectors (Figure 12b ) placed 40 cm above the ground and centred at the x-y plane. This is equivalent to moving a single detector in 29 × 15 discrete positions on the ground surface. This number of grids was chosen because they were enough to cover the area occupied by both pipes. Each detector (Figure 12b inset) consisted of a cylindrical cell (radius = 0.5 cm and height = 3 cm) surrounded by 0.5 cm-thick tungsten collimator, which is 14 cm long. The MNCPX F2 tally was placed at the bottom of the detector cell to record all gamma photon events at that surface. The GPR data were obtained by a collocated transmitter-receiver Hertzian dipole pair at 256 locations along section x-x. It should be noted that in practice, the path along which to acquire the GPR measurements can be determined from the acquired radiation image. Furthermore, the GPR transmitter was excited with a Gaussian wavelet centred at 1 GHz because of the relatively shallow depth of the pipes. In order to minimise dispersion errors, the GPR simulation used a spatial resolution of ∆x = ∆y = 0.002 m, which is less than one tenth of the smallest wavelength present in the model. Finally, the temporal resolution ∆t was calculated to be 4.7 ps using the Courant, Freidrichs and Lewy stability condition given by Equation (3), where c is the wave velocity in free space.
Matched Filter Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging
The GPR data were processed using the matched filter SAR imaging algorithm [57] . Consider the monostatic linear collection scenario in Figure 13 . The data d(u, t) collected along the cross range are the time delayed, amplitude scaled version of the point spread response (PSR) s(u, t − t d ) of the stationary scatterer at (x, y) where the time delay t d is given by Equation (4) (v is the wave velocity in the medium). However, for a signal corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise, the optimum match filter is the conjugate of the time reversed version of the signal of interest [57] . Therefore, the matched filtered output at a given location is given by the convolution of the collected data and the conjugate of the PSR at that location. This convolution operation is given by Equation (5). 
In matched filter SAR imaging, the PSR is calculated for each pixel and applied to the collected data using Equation (5) . This results in an image where pixels in the location of scatterers have higher signal to noise ratios compared to surrounding pixels. Finally, even though the matched filter SAR algorithm requires significant processing power for large datasets, it is however robust and has practical applications for small and moderate datasets.
Simulation Results
The radiation image is shown in Figure 14a after resampling and smoothing with a 25 × 25 pixel Gaussian window [3] . As expected, the vertical separation between the two pipes is not observable in the radiation image because of the lack of depth information. Furthermore, the fact that Source 2 is measured as having a higher intensity could easily be misconstrued to imply that Source 2 is closer to the surface than Source 1. Figure 14b shows the GPR image after processing with the matched filter SAR imaging algorithm described in Section 4.1.1. This yields the required depth information, as it shows the points where the GPR signals were reflected by the pipe surfaces. Using this depth information, the radiation image can be projected into the ground to yield a 3D localised radiation image (Figure 14c ), thereby resolving any ambiguity associated with the lack of depth information. Note that only pixels with normalised intensity ≥0.7 for both sources were projected back to the pipe locations. This integration of GPR and radiation imaging is similar to the passive integration methods described in Section 2.1 where the radiation image is projected into a 3D visual image of the environment. However, the use of GPR rather than visual sensors enabled the detection of the pipe beyond the ground surface, thereby allowing the contaminated spot to be localised on the pipe surfaces. Furthermore, this 3D image can be used to guide automated systems, such as robots, during decommissioning of the contaminated pipes. However, it must be noted that these simulations assume an idealised scenario where the effects of noise, both from background radiation and clutter in the radiation and radar images, respectively, were not considered. However, techniques for dealing with noise encountered both in radiation and radar images from the field have been presented in the literature [29, 56] . In addition, the retrieved depth of the contamination assumes that each pipe's thickness is negligible so that the distances from the ground surface to both the pipe's surface and the pipe's crown (actual location of the contamination) are approximately the same. This is a practical assumption as the thickness of typical metallic and PVC pipes used in nuclear pipelines are between 5 and 12 mm [10] . Finally, another potential improvement is the simultaneous reconstruction of the GPR and radiation data at the point of reflection (i.e., the pipe surfaces). This will require acquisition of GPR measurements at multiple slices along the y-axis (i.e., 3D GPR data) so that points in the radiation data that correlate with points in the GPR data can be backprojected during reconstruction of the GPR image. The output of such an algorithm will be a 3D fused image of the radiation and GPR data at the pipe surface similar to the output of the 3D volume fusion technique described in Section 2.2.1.
Conclusions
Recent applications of integrated radiological and contextual sensors techniques for detecting and localising radioactive sources in non-medical field have been reviewed. The use of contextual sensors enabled the retrieval of additional contextual information about the radiation source, thereby enabling characterisation of radioactive sources in challenging scenarios. However, these applications are dominated by the use of visual sensors as contextual sensors. Furthermore, visual sensors cannot retrieve contextual information about radioactive wastes in visually-inaccessible locations typically encountered at nuclear sites and facilities. Therefore, GPR was proposed and examined as a contextual sensor for characterising such wastes in light of the techniques presented in the reviewed literature.
Furthermore, it was identified that integration of GPR and radiological sensors will potentially enable non-intrusive characterisation of radioactive wastes in nuclear sites and facilities especially in two critical areas namely: (1) contaminated pipelines buried underground or encased in concrete and (2) contamination ingress into porous materials, such as concrete. This will enable rapid characterisation of wastes in these hard to access areas while reducing dosage risks and the generation of secondary wastes. However, more research is required in order to understand and identify correlating attributes in both GPR and radiation datasets acquired from these contaminated environments. This is because multi-sensor integration techniques rely on establishing relationships among the data from the participating sensors.
Finally, the presented simulation results have demonstrated the effectiveness of combined GPR and radiation imaging for 3D localisation of contamination in buried pipelines by projecting the radiation image back to the pipe location. 3D localisation is an important part of the characterisation process, and such 3D localised images can be used to guide automated systems, such as robots, during decommissioning of the contaminated pipes. However, a 3D reconstruction algorithm needs to be developed in order to enable simultaneous reconstruction of the radiation and GPR data at the point of reflection. This will yield a fused radiation and GPR image with improved localisation of the contaminated region compared to simply projecting the radiation image back to the location of the pipes. Furthermore, the implementation of the reconstruction algorithm can take advantage of available fast microprocessors to enable real-time reconstruction of the underground contaminated environment.
